Surface plasmon assisted catalysis (SPAC) has shown promise as a novel pathway for studying chemical reactions on plasmonic metal nanostructures, typically with the assistance of surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) or tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) techniques[@b1][@b2]. SERS and TERS not only induce chemical reactions at a metal surface through surface plasmon resonance, they also act as sensitive spectroscopic probes for monitoring the structural change of the adsorbed reactants[@b3][@b4]. SPAC reactions were first discovered on 4-aminothiophenol (4ATP) using SERS, where 4ATP was observed to gradually convert (dimerize) to 4,4′-dimercaptoazobenzene (DMAB) upon continuous laser excitation[@b2][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10]. Recently, 4-nitrothiophenol (4NTP) has also been shown to dimerize into DMAB by this direct surface plasmon assisted technique[@b1][@b11][@b12][@b13]. Hot electrons generated during surface plasmon excitation are regarded as the species that mediate the conversion of 4NTP into DMAB through an electron transfer process[@b11][@b12], which is chemically a reduction reaction[@b14][@b15]. However, SPAC conversion of 4ATP into DMAB is an oxidation reaction, where electron loss from 4ATP to either metal surface or local environment leads to the formation of DMAB. Such a reaction is complex, involving transfer of multiple electrons and protons, and the underlying mechanism of the SPAC-based oxidation reaction has not been clearly understood.

Herein, we demonstrate careful monitoring of the SPAC reaction of 4ATP and DMAB using a home-made gas flow cell ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), which allows precise control of the reaction atmosphere. Time-dependent SERS spectra were recorded on a single silver microsphere (\~1.5 μm in size) with hierarchical nanostructures ([Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), prepared from our acid directed synthetic route (see experimental details in [Supplemental Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"})[@b13][@b16]. This experimental set-up has the advantage of confining the reactions within a limited area that can be completely illuminated within the focused laser spot size. The size feature of the Ag particles allows easy location of one single particle under optical microscope ([Fig. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and the hierarchical nanoscaled surface features (assembled by very thin nanosheets) warrant the surface roughness and generation of strong surface plasmon resonance under laser excitation. As the laser needs to pass through the window (an ultrathin glass slide) of the reaction station and focus on one single Ag particle on the silicon wafer ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), the distance between the raised stage at the bottom part and the window at the top part should be carefully controlled. This technique, combining the gas flow cell and single particle SERS, provides a facile and unique method to study SPAC reactions under controlled atmosphere and monitor the reaction in a confined space, which is not easily accessible by conventional synthesis routes.

Results
=======

In order to eliminate the possible influence of the as-fabricated device on the SPAC reaction, a control experiment was conducted by recording the time-dependent SERS spectra of 4ATP inside and outside of the reaction station without gas purging. The reaction rates of 4ATP converting into DMAB are almost identical under both conditions (completion in 5 min as indicated by a leveling off in intensities of DMAB bands) ([Fig. S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating no interference from the experimental apparatus and establishing a baseline reaction rate to compare with other reactions under controlled atmospheres. Elimination of the influence of the apparatus renders us a unique opportunity to study the underlying mechanisms of the SPAC oxidation reaction of 4ATP to DMAB by performing the experiments under a controlled gas atmosphere. For example, when the reaction is carried out under N~2~, all other experimental parameters being the same, 4ATP does not dimerize into DMAB, regardless of the laser excitation wavelength (533 nm or 632 nm) ([Fig. S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This result suggests that some gas component(s) in the air, whether O~2~ or H~2~O, must be involved in the plasmon-driven conversion of 4ATP into DMAB. This result also implies that it is not the hot electrons generated through surface plasmon excitation that induce the dimerization of 4ATP, as N~2~ gas inside the reaction station should not quench the generation of surface plasmons.

Considering the oxidative nature of 4ATP dimerization, similar data were taken under an O~2~ atmosphere. Here, using a 532 nm laser at a power of 0.05 mW caused the reaction to proceed too fast (≤1 min) to capture the spectroscopic changes by SERS. Therefore, a 633 nm laser (0.05 mW) was used to better record the reaction process. Though these Ag microspheres only display a broad extinction feature in the range of 400--700 nm with *λ*~max~ at \~465 nm ([Fig. S4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), our previous study has shown a wavelength-dependence on the SPAC reaction of converting 4-NTP to DMAB[@b13], with 532 nm excitation being significantly faster than 633 nm laser excitation, given the same laser power. Actually, theoretical simulations have also confirmed that the electromagnetic enhancement at the surface of Ag materials with an incident wavelength of 532 nm or 514.5 nm is much stronger than that using 633 nm[@b17]. As shown in [Fig. 2 a and b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, conversion of 4ATP into DMAB can be clearly distinguished from the new Raman bands that appear at 1140 cm^−1^ due to *β*(CH), and 1390 and 1432 cm^−1^ due to *ν*(N = N)[@b18]. The reaction will be terminated at a point when no obvious intensity changes of the DMAB Raman bands are observed. Notably, increasing the laser power from 0.05 mW to 0.2 mW results in another Raman band ascribed to the *ν*(NO~2~) at 1335 cm^−1^, concomitant with the production of DMAB ([Fig. 2 c and d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). This result indicates that given sufficient laser power and higher concentration of O~2~ (as compared to ambient air), 4ATP can simultaneously be converted to 4NTP and DMAB, a strong implication that O~2~ is involved in the reaction. In the above experiment, O~2~ plays two separate roles: serving as 1) an electron acceptor in the oxidative dimerization of 4ATP to DMAB; and 2) an oxidant and O-atom source in the oxidation of 4ATP to 4NTP. Conversion of 4ATP to 4NTP by direct laser excitation has not been observed in previous SPAC reaction studies of 4ATP at ambient conditions[@b2][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9]. Additionally, the produced 4NTP cannot be converted to DMAB as seen using 4NTP as the starting material[@b1][@b11][@b12][@b13], most likely due to inhibition of the reductive dimerization by the presence of O~2~. The significantly reduced reaction rate of 4ATP to DMAB under an O~2~ atmosphere as compared to that in air (\>15 min *vs.* \<5 min) and non-reactivity under N~2~ indicate that an additional component, most likely moisture vapor (H~2~O) in air, is involved in the overall dimerization. To validate this hypothesis, a stream of moisture saturated N~2~ gas (all O~2~ eliminated from the reaction vessel) was flowed over the sample. Surprisingly, no reaction occurred when the system was confined in a N~2~ saturated H~2~O vapor environment ([Fig. S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), again implying that O~2~, as an oxidizing agent, is required to convert 4ATP into DMAB. A subsequent control experiment using H~2~O moisture saturated O~2~ as the carrier gas results in an extremely fast conversion (within 3 min) ([Fig. S6](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), clearly demonstrating that not only is the SPAC reaction of 4ATP into DMAB dependent on optical excitation, but also that O~2~ and H~2~O play defining roles in the rate limiting steps of the reaction (O~2~ is indispensable as an oxidant, while H~2~O plays a role to facilitate the reaction). Moreover, the non-reactivity of 4ATP under N~2~ atmosphere interprets that the appearance of the Raman bands at 1390 and 1432 cm^−1^ should be due to the conversion of 4ATP to DMAB, but not from chemical enhancement of 4ATP[@b19].

These data, taken together, strongly suggest reaction mechanisms for the reaction of 4ATP to DMAB that are not dependent on hot electrons from surface plasmon decay, but a thermal mechanism caused by enhanced surface plasmon resonance absorption at the metal surface along with the direct participation of O~2~ and H~2~O ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). In this mechanism, O~2~ acts as an electron acceptor (oxidant) while H~2~O serves as a base to deprotonate the intermediates. The entire reaction is initiated by optical energy absorption (plasmonic heating[@b20]) of the 4ATP molecules bound to the metal surface, wherein they undergo electron transfer from the --NH~2~ groups to give --NH~2~^+^ radical cations (O~2~ is an electron acceptor), which then dimerize into a diphenylhydrazine intermediate, Ar--NH-NH--Ar, following deprotonation by H~2~O[@b21][@b22]. H~2~O may also increase the local concentration of O~2~ at the metal surface for this oxidation reaction. A second two-electron loss and deprotonation steps lead to the formation of DMAB. Although density functional theory (DFT) calculations of the --NH-NH-- group show Raman bands at frequencies distinct from the azo group ([Fig. S7](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the instability of the diphenylhydrazine and its rapid conversion to DMAB prevent us from detecting this intermediate given the spectral time resolution of our experimental set-up. An alternative mechanism in pure O~2~ atmosphere (with relatively slower reaction rate) is also proposed to explain the SPAC conversion of 4ATP to DMAB in the absence of H~2~O ([Fig. S8](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Under this condition, O~2~ acts as the electron acceptor and the intermediate superoxide ion (O~2~^−^) as the deprotonation agent, where the deprotonation leads to hydroperoxyl (HO~2~) and/or hydrogen peroxide (H~2~O~2~) species. O~2~ is a known electron acceptor; however, the deprotonation by the oxyanions (O~2~^−^, HO~2~^−^) may be relatively inefficient as compared to H~2~O. Therefore, the reaction of 4ATP to DMAB, which involves loss of 4 electrons and 4 protons, proceeds much faster in an environment where both O~2~ and H~2~O are present under identical optical conditions. An alternate mechanism that involves nucleophilic addition of 4-ATP to 4-nitrosobenzenethiol (the latter being formed by oxidation of 4-ATP by O~2~ or singlet oxygen[@b23][@b24] in the SPAC reaction, see [Fig. S9](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), is analogous to the oxidation of anilines in solution[@b21][@b25]. However, we favor the mechanism involving the hydrazine intermediate on the basis of our experimental results. Of note is that laser excitation on the bulk 4ATP cannot induce its conversion to DMAB, regardless of the applied laser wavelength and power ([Fig. S10](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, heat treatment of bulk 4ATP at different temperatures (60, 90, 120, and 150°C) for 30 min in air also shows no reaction occurred ([Fig. S11](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results indicate the essential role of plasmon heating at the local metal surface in the conversion of 4ATP to DMAB. It has been reported that the local temperature at the gold nanoparticle surface can reach at least 408 K under 532 nm laser excitation[@b20]. In our case, we believe the local temperature at the Ag particle surface should be higher than 150°C to initiate the reaction, though the exact temperature cannot be measured by our current technique.

A recent study has observed the SPAC conversion of the reverse reaction, DMAB into 4ATP[@b19], where water at ambient conditions was thought to be the proton source and hot electrons from surface plasmon decay were involved. Using our gas flow cell, we attempted to replicate this finding under a controlled atmosphere to better understand the mechanism of this reverse reaction, and thereby demonstrate the first complete SPAC redox cycle between 4ATP and DMAB. When DMAB is formed on the Ag surface, it can be converted back to 4ATP under a H~2~ atmosphere ([Fig. 4 a and b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), as manifested by the decrease in intensity and final disappearance of the *β*(CH) band at 1140 cm^−1^ and *ν*(N = N) bands at 1390 and 1432 cm^−1^. These DMAB Raman features remain unchanged under a N~2~ atmosphere, as a hydrogen source is required for the conversion from DMAB to 4ATP ([Fig. S12](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It should also be noted that the conversion of DMAB back to 4ATP (in the presence of H~2~O) under 633 nm laser excitation using a power of 0.05 mW proceeds very slowly (several hours), and an increase in laser power from 0.05 to 0.2 mW still requires over 40 min to complete. These long conversion times equate to dramatically slowed conversion rates as compared to the reverse reaction (4ATP to DMAB), indicating that the oxidative dimerization of the amino groups requires less energy than the reductive hydrogenation of the azo bond. In an inert atmosphere (N~2~), the reduction reaction is inhibited by the lack of a hydrogen source; however, using a H~2~O saturated N~2~ atmosphere ([Fig. 4 c and d](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), the reaction rate is increased by a factor of two (25 min) over using an H~2~ atmosphere under identical conditions, suggesting that H~2~O is more efficient as a proton source than H~2~ gas. The details of the mechanism for the reduction of DMAB to 4ATP are not completely clear, but here we can suggest a plausible pathway. Two-electron reduction of DMAB in the presence of a proton source (H~2~O or H~2~) would afford a diphenylhydrazine intermediate. Further reduction of the hydrazine intermediate would lead to N-N bond fragmentation and protonation of the resulting fragments would afford 4ATP. The source of strongly reducing equivalents needed for the reduction events (especially in the case of using H~2~O as the proton source) is likely the "hot electrons" generated from surface plasmon excitation, following the reaction Ar-N = N-Ar + 4H~2~O + 4*e*^−^ → Ar-NH~2~-NH~2~-Ar + 4OH^−^[@b19]. More interestingly, this process is entirely reversible depending on the atmosphere present; DMAB is observed again when O~2~ and H~2~O are flowed into the reaction station. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first example demonstrating a reversible SPAC reaction, which is repeatable over many times under controlled experimental conditions. [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows the first 5 reversible cycles, with no obvious signal loss. It should be pointed out that conversion of 4ATP to DMAB proceeds much faster in the presence of both O~2~ and H~2~O, as compared to its reverse reaction carried out under H~2~ or H~2~O atmosphere under 633 nm laser excitation. This is true for 532 nm laser excitation as well; however the overall reaction rates can be accelerated.

Discussion
==========

Using the self-designed gas flow cell to control the reductive/oxidative atmosphere, we have conducted a mechanistic study of the SPAC reactions of 4ATP and DMAB using the SERS signal from a single Ag particle to quantify reaction products. It has been determined that SPAC conversion of 4ATP into DMAB and its reverse reaction follow different reaction mechanisms. Dimerization of 4ATP into DMAB is actually induced by efficient energy transfer (plasmonic heating) from surface plasmon resonance to the surface adsorbed 4ATP, where O~2~ (as an electron acceptor) is the necessary oxidant and H~2~O (as a deprotonation agent) can dramatically accelerate the reaction. However, the reverse reaction, DMAB reduced to 4ATP, results from hot electron (from surface plasmon decay) induction at the metal surface to drive the reduction (bond scission) of the azo group, where H~2~O or H~2~ can act as a proton source. The reversible nature of 4ATP-DMAB conversions by surface plasmon excitation has been demonstrated as a function of their respective oxidative or reductive environments. This surface plasmon/SERS based methodology presents a unique platform to study a wide range of chemical reactions on plasmonic nanostructures that are not possible under standard synthetic conditions.

Methods
=======

The Ag particles used for the single particle surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy have been prepared according to previous procedures[@b13][@b16]. The Ag particles were immersed in 10^−2^ mM 4ATP ethanol solution for 1 h, and then rinsed repeatedly with water and ethanol to remove any surface residuals, and then re-dispersed in ethanol to form a diluted suspension. The Ag particle suspension was then transferred to a silicon wafer, dried in air, and placed in a self-designed gas flow cell ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The reaction atmosphere was controlled by flowing specific gasses (N~2~, H~2~, H~2~O, O~2~ or their mixtures) over the metal surface, where the SERS measurements were performed by focusing on one single Ag particle using a confocal Raman spectroscopic system (Renishaw, In Via), using 532 nm and 633 nm excitation laser and a 100× objective, with the laser spot size controlled at 2 μm in diameter.
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![Schematic illustration of the experimental set-up.\
(a), Structure schematic of the gas flow cell for monitoring the surface plasmon assisted catalysis (SPAC) reaction under controlled gas atmosphere. (b), SEM image of a single Ag microsphere used for the single particle SERS technique. (c), A photo shows monitoring the SPAC reaction using our designed reaction station.](srep02997-f1){#f1}

![Monitoring the SPAC reaction of 4ATP in O~2~ atmosphere.\
(a), Time-dependent SERS spectra of 4ATP under continuous 633 nm laser excitation taken every 1 min, with an integration time of 10 s and a laser power of 0.05 mW. (b), Same series as in (a), but shown as a color-coded intensity map (frequency range: 1100--1500 cm^−1^). (c), Time-dependent SERS spectra of 4ATP under continuous 633 nm laser excitation taken every 1.5 min, with an integration time of 10 s and a laser power of 0.2 mW. (d), Same series as in (c), but shown as a color-coded intensity map (frequency range: 1100--1500 cm^−1^).](srep02997-f2){#f2}

![Proposed SPAC mechanism for the conversion of 4ATP to DMAB.\
SPAC reaction of 4ATP dimerizing into DMAB on Ag surface under an atmosphere with both O~2~ and H~2~O vapor. Under this condition, O~2~ acts as an electron acceptor, and H~2~O plays the role of a deprotonation agent.](srep02997-f3){#f3}

![Monitoring the SPAC reaction of DMAB.\
(a), Time-dependent SERS spectra of DMAB in H~2~ atmosphere under continuous 633 nm laser excitation taken every 2 min, with an integration time of 10 s and a laser power of 0.2 mW. (b), Same series as in (a), but shown as a color-coded intensity map (frequency range: 1100--1500 cm^−1^). (c), Time-dependent SERS spectra of DMAB in N~2~ saturated H~2~O atmosphere under continuous 633 nm laser excitation taken every 3 min, with an integration time of 10 s and a laser power of 0.2 mW. (d), Same series as in (c), but shown as a color-coded intensity map (frequency range: 1100--1500 cm^−1^).](srep02997-f4){#f4}

![Reversibility of the 4ATP-DMAB SPAC reactions.\
(a), SERS spectra were collected using 633 nm laser excitation, with an integration time of 10 s and a laser power of 0.2 mW. 4ATP was converted to DMAB by pumping O~2~ saturated H~2~O vapor into the reaction system, and then DMAB was converted back to 4ATP by pumping N~2~ saturated H~2~O vapor into the reaction system. (b), Schematic illustration of the reversible 4ATP-DMAB plasmonic catalytic reactions.](srep02997-f5){#f5}
